NEWS COMMENT INSPIRATION DEBATE

‘Is Jesus saying that when we don’t speak
our truth out loud, we die a little?’

‘What I say to you in the dark, tell in the light; and what you hear whispered, proclaim
from the housetops. ... do not be afraid; you are of more value than many sparrows.’
Matthew 10:26-31

J

esus knew the power of secrets.
He knew that what is not said can
be as powerful as what is uttered.
He knew that not speaking could
bring necessary and temporary
safety. That silence – when speech
is called for – makes space for evil to
put down roots. In this Bible passage,
Jesus makes it sound simple: ‘What you
hear in the dark, whispered, tell on the
rooftops.’
The Master could be strategic
and practical in a way that his zealot
contemporaries were not. Who knows,
maybe that carefulness won him a
public ministry of three years instead
of 30 days. Perhaps he followed his own
advice to be innocent as a dove and as
wise as serpents.
The plain words of Jesus, as Matthew
sets them down for us, sit with the
so-called ‘messianic secret’ of Mark –
those times where again and again Jesus
charges his friends
to keep the secret of
who he is, until the
time is right.
Here, we find
Jesus at a pivotal
point in his
ministry. More
than an event in
his individual
pilgrimage towards
Jerusalem, it’s the
point where this
solitary apocalyptic
rabbi begins to
gather a group
of followers and
to entrust them
with an ethos and
a mission. Jesus

summoned his followers and gave them
authority over demons. He gave them
power over disabling – even demonic
– secrets. And then Jesus sent them out
with a mission to speak hopeful truth:
‘The kingdom of heaven has come near’.
It was a mission of healing as Jesus’
followers encountered suffering, disease
and difficulty. Most of all, it was a
mission of courageous truth-telling.
We live in a generation that has
come to value authenticity above other
virtues. Hypocrisy is the new ‘mortal
sin’. Claiming to be one thing but being
another, using status to hide dark and
horrible deeds – isn’t that what has
destroyed so much of church life across
the world? Isn’t this the shadow that
pursues the Church?

‘He makes it sound
so simple’

There is not a family where some
dark secret is not found. Often, it is
the story of something that could not
be spoken, but in its powerful silence
still warped life, and lives, across
generations. Individually, all of us face
times when telling the truth of who we
are, how we feel, what is on our minds,
what has happened to us, will make
waves. We have all felt the pressure to
put on the brave face, or the ‘normal’,
peaceful face, when it kills us a little bit
to do so.
Jesus makes it sound so simple:
‘What you hear in the dark, whispered,
tell on the rooftops.’ But just as in his
ministry, Jesus seems to acknowledge
this complexity of living as he
commands. The verses about rooftops
are followed by an acknowledgement
that some people will be violently
angry, uncomfortable or worse.
Women, people of colour and those
who belong to other minorities know it
more clearly than most.
Is Jesus saying that when we don’t
speak our truth out loud, we die a
little? Could that be a part of it? If that
is so, then just imagine what it might
mean for us individually and for the
way we live out our common life
as a Church. How will it change the
conversations we have, the welcomes
we offer and the priorities we set? And
where would it lead our communities
to follow such a call?
When we hide, we die a little. But
the grace-full corollary is no less true
– when we tell the truth of ourselves
and our experience bit by bit, we come
alive. In the end, it is not the fear of
death – little by little or all at once
– that calls us from our secrets, our
closets, our silences. We are not forced
into the light by fright or fear, but
drawn by caring love. By the promise
of life, of love, of wholeness and of
kingdom dance.
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Chapter & verse – John McNeil Scott (page 24)
Read Matthew 10:26-31, followed by John McNeil Scott’s article.

1. In the article’s first paragraph, John McNeil Scott suggests that Jesus would agree with the
following statement: ‘Silence – when speech is called for – makes space for evil to put down
roots.’ Do you agree? Can you name examples?
2. In the Bible passage, Jesus asks his disciples not to ‘fear those who kill the body but cannot
kill the soul’ but to fear God instead, ‘who can destroy both soul and body’. How did you
react to reading those words? What does it mean to fear God?
3. John’s third paragraph reminds us that ‘Jesus charges his friends to keep the secret of who
he is, until the time is right.’ How good are you at keeping secrets? Considering the damage
caused by abusers in church contexts, what do churches need to learn about when to keep
secrets and when to speak out?
4. Jesus’ disciples are called to bring healing and to effect ‘courageous truth-telling’, says
John in the article’s fourth paragraph. What steps can today’s disciples of Jesus take towards
achieving this?
5. Jesus commands us not to be afraid, for we ‘are of more value than many sparrows’. How
easy do you find it to be brave? Do Jesus’ words comfort you amid fear?
6. After reading the Bible passage, what are your responses to John’s questions: ‘Is Jesus
saying that when we don’t speak our truth out loud, we die a little? ... If that is so, ... [how
might speaking our truth] change the conversations [churches] have, the welcomes we offer
and the priorities we set? And where would it lead our communities to follow such a call?’
7. John ends his article by reminding us that Christians ‘are not forced into the light by fright
or fear, but drawn by ... the promise of life, of love’. How can church communities foster
safe, loving environments that encourage truth-telling?
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For further reflection: ‘I did not speak in secret, in a land of darkness; ... I the Lord speak the
truth, I declare what is right.’ Isaiah 45:19
Prayer: Heavenly Father, you know our greatest secrets and see the realities we hide, even
from ourselves. Give us the strength and the courage, we pray, to speak our deepest truth.
Amen.
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